Walkthrough and Hint Guides 

updated 6-20-07


Hi Folks! I want to thank you all for playing the mod! I hope you get through without any trouble - but as I've had insane amounts of corruption problems (for example - areas that were working fine for weeks, and weren't touched, all of a sudden corrupted in a save, conversations with all links broken, things like that.) So if you encounter anything, please please let me know. That's the only way I can make it better for all of us! I am just one guy with a computer, but I still want to make the mod as fun for you as possible.

I STRONGLY URGE YOU NOT TO USE THIS GUIDE UNLESS YOU ARE STUCK. IF YOU USE IT, YOU WILL MOST LIKELY FOLLOW THE PATH
THROUGH THE GAME LAID OUT BELOW, WHICH IS THE SHORTEST AND QUICKEST WAY THROUGH. YOU WILL MISS ALL SIDE QUESTS IF YOU FOLLOW THIS WALKTHROUGH, AND MISS A LOT OF THE FLAVOR THE MOD HAS TO OFFER!


The first part of this guide are general hints on particular situations. Try these first, before going straight to the walkthrough, which will literally take you through the main story line in a direct line - with no sidequests or anything else.



General Hints

Your homebase - Equipping
The idea here is that you are an experienced mercenary, and you've acquired a lot of items - some from your victims, some from rewards, some as memoribilia - of your adventures over the years. You should try and take what a character of your class and play-style would normally use. Try and role-play it, instead of power-gaming it. I used to power-game all the time - and I now enjoy 'role-playing' more. Sure, its fun to uber-out your character, but this mod has a lot of roleplaying elements, so consider that carefully before trying to take every single item with you. Also-there is an existing economy in Nestlehaven. If you try and just dump every item you acquire from your homebase onto the merchants there, you won't be able to sell much of the loot you acquire during your adventure. There is a definite limited supply of gold available - just as would be in any normal functioning city. If everyone is selling selling selling, then the demand for items goes way down.


Arrival in Nestlehaven
Some of the fights are difficult, and might be impossible when you first arrive in Nestlehaven.

Your first stop should be the constable, then the Merc 'n Mead. Pick up a few mercenaries. Talk with Nerflin. After that, it's time to explore!

Here is a rough idea of the non-main storyline fights, and their difficulty levels, that you might encounter in the city:

Jimmies gang - fairly easy, might be doable by a solo level 9 fighter. Certainly easy once you have a couple of companions on-board.

Vixens - very very tough. I don't even try to take these on until well-into the mod - you will eventually be able to have a full party of 5 - that's when I suggest tackling the Vixens. They all (except Mistress Morgana) have low Will saves, so use that knowledge to your advantage. The key to winning this fight is taking down the two spellcasters.

Boroldi Family Meeting house - another very tough area. Once again, I recommend waiting until you have a full party, unless you are a very tactical player, or are playing at a higher character level. The mages are your principal danger.

Private Homes #1-11 - these vary in difficulty. Some, such as the Kai Monks, are very difficult - at minimum, a party of four is recommended. Dont bother with any spells that require Will saves on them - they have very high bonuses for that. 

Some homes are easier, such as the citizens who are looking for trouble, or the woman who hears screaming from inside. Some are relatively straightforward. All have loot in them - some good, some really good. Any that have harvester devils (particularly sargeants or captains) - they have fireball and flame-arrow special abilities, so protection from fire resistance items are useful here. Dont waste fireball or flame-arrow spells on any of the devils. They are 100% immune.

Golem Guardian - this guy can be difficult, as he has a lot of resistances. But he can be tricked into walking on your traps, if Sinulair is still in your party. 

Shadow Thief Wannabee - this guy is a joke. Take him down quick.

Merc n Mead robber - also relatively easy, can be done solo with no problems.

Bitch's Brew Arena Challenge - you will be facing a level 8 fighter - not so tough, a solo player can take him fairly easily.


Journal SideQuests

There are several sidequests that use the journal, and a few that don't. I am not a big fan of mods that make you cross a big city, get one item or speak one line, then run back across to deliver it, then run somewhere else, etc. That just artificially inflates game-time, and is boring. So, most of my quests take place right where the action is. No trekking back and forth the city on post-office quests.

The one that offers the widest roleplaying opportunity is the one you can do for Gorosh Bellerose. He wants you to kill his wife, and there are many paths you can take, all of which will affect alignment and conversational options you will later have.

For instance - you can agree with him to carry out the murder, and then cut a side-deal with his wife. Or agree to carry out the murder, kill her, but frame him for it. Or blackmail him. Or rat him out to Constable Hillers. Or spread rumours about him. Several good choices here.

The Vixen quest is similar - you can avoid fighting them, and agree to kill Fairling for them. Or cut other kinds of deals. No spreading of rumours here, though. ;>


People in town

There are over 50 separate lines of dialogue and ten different base convo's for the various townspeople walking around. Some are random, but many of them are 'conditional' - meaning that, depending upon your alignment and your progress through the module, the things they say will change. Also, the Red Shirted Bellerose will say different things than the Blue Shirted Boroldi's. And the neutral citizens will say different things. Also, the Nobles will say different things than the commoners (usually). Some of them offer interesting hints/clues about what is going on in Nestlehaven.


Merris' Compound

Some people find this, which is a required part of the module, to be one of the more difficult areas. Lots of spellcasters, protected by big, heavy fighter types. Summoned creatures and disruption spells are your best bet for dealnig with the spellcasters, who are all level 9 or so.

The bodyguards that Merris warps in are tough - remember, they are Baateezu, so forget any fire weapons or fire spells. Anything silver is good against them, as it defeats their DR. Same thing with any devils you face in Merris' basement.

Naeferti is a high level vampire, and has full undead properties. Very high will and fortitude saves, but very very vulnerable to fire. Dont bother sneak-attacking her.

Selling Loot

After you return from Merris', you will have a decent amount of loot, and some gems. You can decide to craft your own stuff, by buying supplies at the old Market (guthrod and the other sellers have supplies, and Morgan has weapon molds and Jillian has armor molds). Or you can sell everything.

If you do go the 'sell all loot' route, you will quickly find that you need to spread your selling out. No merchant has 50,000 gold on hand to buy items from you. So you will quickly exhaust the supply of gold in town if you continually just dump items. You will thus need to buy stuff as well, to balance out the economy. As your companions aren't very well equipped, and your starting +1 gear is not really suited for the later parts of the mod, this should be a goal - get better gear, and sell everything you can't use.


Information Sources

There are 5 places/people you can go to for information about things that are happening around the city, and to find out other useful things. These three are:

Benelax, at the Temple of Tyr
Nerflin, at the Merc 'n Mead
Withers, at old market and then his home
Malarite visitors - they give you an outsider's view
Citizens - about 1 in 4 citizens will let you ask about places to shop, some city history, and other things happening around the city.


The Krytpgarden

Some people have found the layout of the forest a bit confusing, and have had trouble finding the bandit camp. My advice is to use the overhead map, in LARGE mode - you can then easily spot the camp.

The large areas here make for a change from the cramped quarters of the city fighting, but the 3 big fights - the first group of bandits ('wagon bandits'), the 'camp' bandits, and the slavers - are all fairly straightforward. Some people have had trouble with the Pain Mistress and the long distance Wizard in the Slaver camp, but they can be easily taken down with area of effect spells. Hephius alone should be a match for them. If Jessica or Mansoon is in your party, then you should have no problems.


Sage Entry

The spellcasters are your main threats - especially the Red Wizards. Once they get buffed up, they have a wide array of spells. Note that I tend to focus my spellcasters upon one particular 'damage' type - some have fire spells, other have acid spells, other have electrical, etc. Keep that in mind for any battles you are having trouble with.


Red Temple

If yuo are having trouble with this fight - the *key* is to focus all your energy on *one* of the nobles (not the guards - they are just dogmeat). If you take any one of them to 1 hp, the fight ends. 


Sage Main

The Thayan Knights are tough adversaries, as are the Red Wizards. Again, remember the advice about 'specialized' wizards. It doesnt always hold true, but it sometimes does. You will probably want either Jessica or Mansoon (or both) in your party. If you are playing a druid or cleric, then Jonas is probably not needed, though you CAN get through this area without Sinulair. But you will miss out on several good loot chests if you don't have thieving skills.

Ortufon is tough - but again, get him to a low HP count, and he warps out, and the fight ends. He casts greater invisibility often, so he is very hard to target with direct spells. Either dispel him first, or use AOE spells.

If you cannot defeat the vampiress who is locked up, you can skip her. There is nothing plot related in there.

The final few areas of the Sage Tower are difficult. If you back away from one group of enemies, you will end up face to face with another. Coordinated group tactics are important here. Remember that Baateezu are immune to fire, and that Silver Weapons are your friends when facnig them.


Final Encounter

Same rules - they aer devils. Dont waste fire spells.

And hustle when the Planetar tells you to go. If you stick around, you won't survive for long.


After returning from your successful mission, there is nothing left but to either return first to Withers, or straight to Mumphreys.

Hope you enjoy!!!




Main Storyline Walkthrough - very straightforward - no 'hints' - only solutions

Bolded items are plot-must-do's.

There are several Debug_Ogres scattered around who can help you advance the game if you are stuck. The main one in the town of Nestlehaven is in Constable HQ. There are also 2 debug 'statues' in the final areas. I might eventually remove these, but I dont want a player to not be able to finish because of an unforseen bug.


1 - Cutscene - in hell


2 - Arrival - Homebas2
	a - player must talk to Podell, the butler. He kicks off the main quest. Player's experience is bumped up to 42000 if it was less than that. Player has equipment in the chests and armoires

	b - player leaves for Nestlehaven


3 - Arrival in Nestlehaven - player talks to Mumphreys upon arrival, advancing the mainquest 'nestlekillers'.
	a - player has choices on where to explore now, including 14 subquests/boss fights, in the homes in Nestlehaven and in and around the buildings - even in unlikely spots (provided the player can bash the doors or pick the locks) - Note that some of the side quests are HARD, and you wont be able to get through them until you have more party members with you.

Many of the private homes have surprises. There are surprises behind the buildings. There are plots everywhere. This is truly a city heading for troubled times.


*Note - you will NOT be able to do all the home quests/battles when you first arrive. Many of them are HARD and you will not be able to get through them until you have a full party of three or four npc's with you, and considerable better weapons than you start with. So, if you are repeatedly getting killed in a side quest or home battle, then come back to it later.

Here are a few of the locations of some of the side quests/boss encounters - some of these have multiple levels, and you can go upstairs to different rooms/encounters after entering:

> in the building where the woman tells you she heard a scream
> in the building where the grumpy man tells you he saw strange people go into the Boroldi Meeting house
> in the cracks between buildings by the sage tower
> behind the sage tower
> in the building where Fairling the Dwarf offers you a quest
> in the building next to Merris' compound
> behind the buildings where the little boy says 'you cant catch me' and runs off
> the door right where the boy starts his run
> the doorway near jimmies and rinaldo and the Body that doesnt face the street
> behind the Red Temple
> the angry woman out front who wants you to bash the door down
> the kill my wife quest
> two doorways near Guard HQ both red-roofed
> back room at Merc n Mead


There might be a few more (that's 13, and I think there are 15 - but I can't remember exactly!) - those are the ones I can remember off the top of my head.


	but ultimately, player must go to Constable Hillers in the Guard HQ.
	
Talk to the townsfolk. They have lots of things to say. And some of their conversations are conditional, and will change as events transpire.


4 - Constable Hillers -	
	a - advances the mainquest. Advises player to seek out Nerflin, at the Merc n Mead inn.

5 - Merc n Mead inn
	a - There are 5 npc's in the game who will join you. Some only become available later, as you accomplish tasks. Two will join you right away, and are in the Merc n Mead now.

	b -Nerflin is the bartender. Player must talk to him and inquire about the families. He will advise the player to talk with Old Man Withers, near Old Market.

6 - Old Man Withers
	a - Player MUST accept his mission (but he doesnt necessarily have to kill the target). Target is Kerlor Merris. His home will become highlighted on the map

	b - Withers gives player keys for entry to Merris' home.

7 - Outside Merris house - Sinulair
	a - player must accept Sinulair into party. You wont be able to dismiss her until *after* you return from Merris and visit Benelax later on (it was essential to have a thief in the party for certain areas, so this is how I chose to do it).

8 - Merris home, level 1
	a - player needs the KEY to the Iron Door from the chest in the alcove near the stairs leading up.
	b - player needs to ascend the stairs up to level landing, and then to Merris bedroom.
	c - player needs Key from Merris chest - this allows passage to the BASEMENT in the coffin chamber, behind the iron door.

9 - Merris Basement
	a - player just needs to work his way through this area

10 - Merris Caves
	a - player needs to work his way through the caves to the 'Portal Area', where another cutscene with Merris kicks in. He again warps in some friends and runs to the final point in the caves.
	b - player does not have to free the prisoner, but he is amusing. Player can threaten to kill him but this results in a large alignment shift, which will affect you getting (or not) getting the slavers quest later on

*BUG* - NON-FATAL - if you blow up the jail cell during the battle with Merris' devils, then the prisoner will interrupt your battle with his convo. It takes 60hp to destroy the door, so it wont go down from 1 or 2 errant fireballs.

11 - Merris final encounter
	a - player works through caves until encountering merris again. 
	b - player must get JOURNAL from chest near the blocked exit. After stepping away, he gets whisked to a cutscene, then back to Nestlehaven
	
12 - return to Nestlehaven
	a - player is confronted by Mumphreys again outside of Merris. Player needs to finish the convo, and fight through the next encounter.


********MAJOR POSSIBLE BUG ALERT************

Somehow, in version 1.01, a bug was introduced that causes Mumphreys to get jumped into oblivion maybe 1 times out of ten. So, if Mumphreys is not there - after you step away and exit the area from Merris' house, then you will NOT be able to continue. Version 1.02 has a fix for this that should work 99% of the time - but it wont be totally fixed until v1.03. There have been so far no reports of this happening with 1.02 - but if it does:

If this happens - PLEASE let me know at jackyo123@yahoo.com. If no one tells me it is still happening, then I wont be able to fix it for 1.03.


	b - Mumphreys instructs player to visit Benelax at the temple of tyr, which is now unhidden on the map, and front door is unlocked.

*****If you interrupt Mumphreys from running off after the Ednarius encounter outside of Merris home, then he will not successfully jump to the Guard HQ. If this happens, you can continue normally - however, Mumphreys will forevermore be at the location you left him, near Merris home. So thats where you will need to report to him at the endgame, after you complete all the other quests******** Best bet is to just let him run off when he is done talking to you.


At this stage, the player is free to pursue a variety of quests. He can go back to old man withers, he can go to the Bitch's brew and do his alignment quest, he can go straight to Benelax, or he can go to Nerflin to gather more info and recruit new mercenaries (Mansoon will now join you).

	the 'tried and true' method is as follows - go to Benelax, talk to Withers, finish off church muggers, go to Vask in Bitchs Brew, do glade or guard quest in Kryptgarden (this quest is alignment based - good characters get the Guard Quest, evil get the VASK quest).

Technically though, the above can be accomplished in any order.

Additional info convos should be available, as you advance, from Withers in his home, Mumphreys in Guard HQ, and Nerflin in the Merc n Mead. 

We are continung the walkthrough assuming the 'tried and true' method

13 - off to Benelax
	a - player walks in on Merris and Benelax in battle. Player must complete convo with Benelax and have him read the journal. This advances mainquest variable by 1. You can talk with Benelax again afterwards, and find out lots of information about Withers, about Vask, about Nestlehaven, buy items, etc.

14 - talk to Withers again
	a - he will reveal the truth about himself. 
	b - mini quest with a strange man with a proposal to meet his friends. Dont try and interrupt the man when he runs off - just follow him.


15 - talk to VASK in bitch's brew. 

NOTE - a few players reported a CRASH when entering the Bitch's Brew and confronting the man who challenges you to a fight. There is now an option to skip this fight in the dialogue.

	a - meet challenge at door
	b- depending upon your alignment, either Horgath or Mumphreys assistand will be script unhidden and offer you a quest (you must take it) to the Kryptgarden forest after you are done talking with Vask and walk away from him.


16 - off to Kryptgarden
	a - talk to the guards at the gates - the pass you have will get you through.
	b - world transition to kryptgarden

17 - Kryptgarden
	a - 3 groups must die
		1 - the first bandit group near the wagon
		2 - the slavers at their camp (player MUST talk to the slaves when he kills the slavers)
		3 - the bandits at their camp.
		There are three other optional battles in the Kryptgarden, all cool, but none essential.


18 - return to Nestlehaven and to the Bitch's Brew
	a - talk to either Horgath or Valleroy to end your alignment quest.



Now, door to Sage Tower should be open. If it is not, go to the debug_ogre in Guard HQ, and have him open door Sage_Door_In.


19 - go into the sage tower.
	a - Frolg will send you to the Bellerose family temple to get his tooth. Its near City Hall, against one of the outer walls of the city.
	b - fight through, and get the tooth from the chest in the anterroom
	c - return it to Frolg and you can proceed.

20 - Sage Entryway -
	a - fight through, to exit to Sage_Tower_main

21 - Sage Tower Main
	a - fight upstairs to Ortufon
	b - when you get him to 1hp or kill both his devils he warps to the caves below
	c - get his KEY to the lower chambers from the chest


NOTE - a few users have reported your party doesnt follow you after this fight. If this happens, simply do a Broadcast Command / Follow Me from your Player Character, and they will follow again.


	d - go back downstairs, and through the locked basement door.
	f - fight through, and talk to the planetar who warps into the torture room when you exit
	h - fight through to the end, where you meet Ortufon again. He runs through the portal

*ADVISE YOU TO SAVE GAME RIGHT HERE* 

	i - take 2 steps towards the portal, and you will automatically walk in.

*NOTES - if you click wildly and try to escape the pull, you will probably cause NWN2 to crash. Let it do its thing, and take you to hell, and you will be fine!


22 - Dis
	a - final convo and fight.
	b - planetar warps in, tells you to use portal, which should become activated after you drop the 3 boss devils. Dont stick around for long!
	Dont expect to be able to defeat the arriving devils if you do stick around. They are challenge level 20, and there are 5 of them...
	c - warp back to nestlehaven - door exit of sage tower should now be open for you

23 - return to Mumphreys in guard hq
	a - report your findings
	b - character is exported, and final cutscene begins when convo ends


thanks!!!! Hope you all enjoyed it!!!

comments and questions - jackyo123@yahoo.com

Part2 will allow you to join a faction - Boroldi family, Bellerose Family, 'good guys' Withers, Benelax, Mumphreys trio, or Vask/Malcanthet and decide the fate of Nestlehaven!






